Abstract-The paper considers transient analysis using randomization for superposed generalized stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs). Since state space explosion implies that space is the bottleneck for numerical analysis, superposed GSPNs profit from the structured representation known for its associated Markov chain. This moves the bottleneck for analysis from space for generator matrices to space for iteration vectors. Hence a variation of randomization is presented which allows to reduce space requirements for iteration vectors. An additional and welcome side effect is that during an initial phase, this algorithm avoids useless multiplications involving states with zero probability. Furthermore, it accommodates to adaptive randomization in a natural way. Although the algorithm has been developed for superposed GSPNs, it applies to continuous time Markov chains in a more general setting.
INTRODUCTION
ENERALIZED stochastic Petri nets (GSPNs) are a modeling formalism for concurrent systems, whose mapping to its associated continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) is known for long [1] . If performance analysis aims at the transient behavior of a given GSPN, a system of ordinary differential equations (ODE) needs to be solved. Apart from ODE solvers, randomization is an established alternative [12] , [13] , [18] , [21] , [22] , [24] . Different variations exist to care for known limits and weaknesses, e.g., concerning stiff Markov chains [10] and adaptive randomization [8] , [26] to reduce the number of iteration steps. However, for many models randomization is considered rather robust and efficient [21] . Randomization goes back to the work of Jensen [14] , it is also called Jensen's method or uniformization.
As any state based numerical method for CTMCs, randomization suffers from the state space explosion problem which is frequently observed when the generator matrix Q of the associated CTMC is derived from a GSPN. This is not a GSPN-specific problem, it occurs for state space analysis in general. If GSPNs are composed via fused transitions, the resulting GSPN is a so-called superposed GSPN (SGSPN) and the associated CTMC has a structured representation closely resembling the compositional structure at net level. SGSPNs and their structured representation originate from the work of Donatelli [9] , who transferred results of Plateau and co-workers [19] , [20] to stochastic Petri nets. A structured representation reliefs the impact of the state space explosion for numerical analysis as far as the space for matrix Q is concerned by considering a cross product of component state spaces. A drawback of this technique is that the cross product is a superset of the state space, such that additional care is taken to focus on the relevant (reachable) subset alone, e.g., [15] , [16] . Nevertheless, a structured representation moves the bottleneck in terms of space from Q to the iteration vectors.
In this paper, we describe how randomization is combined with the structured representation known for SGSPNs [9] , [15] , [17] , some of the results presented here are part of the author's PhD thesis [17] . Clearly, basic concepts directly carry over, however memory requirements are higher for randomization than for steady state analysis due to an additional vector. We present a new algorithm for a matrix vector multiplication, which focuses at a reduction of space requirements for iteration vectors. The algorithm is not restricted to transient analysis of SGSPNs by nature, but for this context it focuses on some crucial points: due to the structured representation of Q, iteration vectors dominate the space complexity; furthermore a degenerated initial distribution causes many states to retain a zero probability for a certain amount of iteration steps. The algorithm considers only states which are reachable within n steps for the computation of the nth iteration vector. Therefore the algorithm is time-efficient in an initial phase of randomization. Nevertheless, its main focus point is to reduce space requirements by an alternative vector representation employing a stack. Grassmann [13] distinguishes between static and dynamic methods for randomization. A static method is based on a static representation of the generator matrix, which is computed before the iterative solution starts. In the dynamic method, the required parts of the generator matrix are generated on the fly in each iteration step and only for those states, which have a nonzero probability. The new algorithm compromises between these methods, since it uses a static, structured representation of the generator matrix, but enumerates dynamically those states which can have a nonzero probability in the n-th iteration step. Since the algorithm considers the complete state space, it cannot handle arbitrary large CTMCs on a given machine configuration. For that case, one might use approximative techniques instead, e.g., by using randomization with state space truncation as described in [23] .
Furthermore we discuss randomization for unbounded SGSPNs in the context of structured representations. This is possible in principle, since the number of necessary iteration steps for randomization can be precalculated, which in turn limits the set of reachable states and results in a finite structured representation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines superposed GSPNs with marking dependent weights and the structured representation for the associated Markov chain. Section 3 recalls the well known randomization method in the context of SGSPNs. In Section 4 we discuss transient analysis of unbounded SGSPNs using a structured representation. Section 5 contains a new variation of randomization following the reachability relation. Section 6 exercises a nontrivial example to demonstrate the benefits of the new algorithm. Section 7 reflects our approach with respect to adaptive randomization. Section 8 illustrates how computation of jump probabilities for adaptive randomization can be integrated in a preprocessing step, which is originally performed to compute diagonal matrix entries. Section 9 summarizes the results.
SUPERPOSED GSPNS AND STRUCTURED REPRESENTATIONS
We briefly introduce some basic notations and recall known results. The notation is similar to [15] , [17] , we assume that the reader is familiar with GSPNs and their dynamic behavior [1] , [4] .
DEFINITION 1. A GSPN is an 8-tuple
where P is the set of places, T is the set of transitions such 
H(t)(p).
A timed transition t is enabled in a marking M iff no immediate transition is enabled in M, M I(t), and "p ³ t :
M(p) < H(t)(p). Any transition t ³ T with M[t > can fire, producing a new marking
* . An enabled timed transition t fires with a delay which is exponentially distributed with rate W(t, M). In case of conflicts between immediate transitions in a marking M, an enabled immediate transition $ t fires with probability
. Based on these definitions, the set of reachable markings/states (RS), the reachability graph (RG), the tangible reachability set (TRS), and the tangible reachability graph (TRG) can be defined as usual [4] , [9] .
For GSPNs, well-known techniques apply to derive a state transition matrix Q from the TRG, such that the generator matrix Q of the underlying CTMC is given by
= S if i = j and 0 otherwise. Superposed GSPNs are GSPNs where, additionally, a partition of the set of places is defined, such that SGSPNs can be seen as a set of GSPNs which are synchronized by certain timed transitions. Note that P induces a partition of transitions on T\TS since for a t ³ T\TS exists a unique i ³ IS :
DEFINITION 2. An SGSPN is a 10-tuple
Consequently transitions in T\TS are called local transitions.
SGSPNs with marking dependent weight functions have been defined similarly in [5] , [17] . The restriction has the following interpretation: w t is a transition specific constant speed, which can be additionally influenced by component specific weight factors. The reader who is not interested in marking dependent weights, might consider the special case W t M i i ( , ) = 1 for all t, i, and M i such that W(t, M) = w t is marking independent in order to obtain a simplified formalism.
The partition into components is used to represent generator matrix Q for the CTMC underlying an SGSPN by a sum of tensor products defined on matrices which result from isolated components. We define tensor products according to [7] , but only for square matrices, since only square matrices are relevant in our context. A tensor product formalizes the operation of multiplying every matrix element of one matrix with all matrix elements of the other matrices; these products of matrix elements are arranged in lexicographical order in the resulting matrix, for more details see, e.g., [25] . 
tion of an SGSPN forms extended conflict sets w.r.t the immediate transitions, such that n( , , A structured representation needs to be accomplished by additional permutation matrices [15] if |TRS| << |PS|, which frequently happens due to synchronized transitions.
DEFINITION 4. For an SGSPN a bijective function perm
TRS-permutation reorders states according to their reachability. It can be represented by a (PS PS) matrix 3 with 3(i, j) = 1 if j = perm(i) and 0 otherwise. perm is bijective, so 3 -1 exists, and additionally 3
denote the permuted vector of a vector x, then the following transformation is applied to simplify the restriction of an arbitrary matrix vector multiplication to a submatrix given by TRS.
An index p will be subsequently used to denote permuted vectors and matrices. [15] or by a tree type data structure as in [6] for numerical analysis. In this way, data structures for a matrix vector multiplication involving a structured representation can be limited in the size of |TRS| instead of |PS|. If a matrix vector multiplication is performed by rows, it can be restricted to states in TRS, which are all located in the first part of x p n ( ) . So a TRSpermutation is an optional mean to account for |TRS| << |PS| in the context of structured representations.
RANDOMIZATION FOR STRUCTURED REPRESENTATIONS
The goal of transient analysis is to compute the probability distribution p(t) for a certain point of time t ³ + ‫ޒ‬ 0 for a given CTMC with initial distribution p(0). The transient behavior of a CTMC is described by the Chapman/Kolmogorov ordi-
whose solution is described by
Apart from general methods to solve ODEs, randomization is a special method for transient analysis of CTMCs. It is also called uniformization [8] and Jensen's method [14] . It solves p(t) by
with a stochastic matrix
is a vector of size |TRS|. Equation (4) is usually truncated to the first k terms. k can be selected such that the resulting truncation error remains less than a given ⑀ > 0. Fox and Glynn [11] describe a method to compute a left and right truncation for given values of l, t, and ⑀. Since the left truncation just saves summation operations, but it does not reduce the number of necessary matrix-vector multiplications, we, therefore, consider only right truncation in the following.
In principle, the method is simple, but as Grassmann already stated in [13] , difficulties arise for an efficient and numerically stable implementation. Randomization is usually implemented by
where
, x (n) are vectors of size |TRS|.
forms a Poisson distribution with parameter lt; it is often referred to as a jump probability.
In terms of computational complexity, the crucial operation is the matrix vector multiplication to compute j (n) . Calculation of j (n) = p(0) P n is equivalent to the Power method for a CTMC with generator matrix Q, such that P = I + 1 l Q for an appropriate value l. j (n) can be interpreted as the state probability of the CTMC after n state transitions. So x (n) can be understood as the discrete probability vector after n jumps multiplied by the probability of having fired n timed transitions, summed over all possible number of jumps up to n. Since probabilities for very large numbers of jumps become very small, truncation of the summation to the first k terms results in a good approximation for sufficiently large k. Randomization has often been considered the best method [13] , [21] for computing transient state probabilities of CTMCs, but it suffers from a severe degradation in performance for increasing values of lt. This is the case, whenever a highly dynamic model (l gives the highest state departure rate) is analyzed for a relatively far time horizon t. The problem appears in so-called "stiff" models, which can cause a large number of iteration steps and numerical instability. This problem is model dependent and beyond the scope of this paper; the interested reader is referred to e.g., [8] , [10] .
For large state spaces, (5) reveals similar problems as numerical methods for steady state analysis: namely the size of the matrix representation and the time used to perform a vector matrix multiplication are crucial for the applicability and performance of an iterative solution method. In consequence, considerations for steady state analysis of SGSPNs [15] are also valid for the context of randomization. For an implementation, a conventional approach [13] uses a sparse matrix representation for P and three vectors of length |TRS|, namely x
, and j can be easily integrated into tensor sum and product such that a computation of j (n) = j (n-1) P can be performed by the same algorithms for a matrix-vector multiplication as in steady state analysis [15] , [25] . This yields the following equations for the computation of j
:
and in case of a TRS-permutation:
The main difference to steady state analysis is that an additional vector for x (n) is required, which stores the weighted sum of vectors j
, j
, ..., j
.
ANALYSIS OF UNBOUNDED SGSPNS
Grassmann [13] already discussed randomization for infinite Markov chains, which is possible since truncation of (4) to k terms implies that one considers only the first k events, resp. firing of k timed transitions in Petri net terminology. Since a finite number of transitions firings only allows to reach a finite number of states, the computation of a probability distribution at a given time t by randomization based on finite matrices is possible in principle. Hence randomization of infinite CTMCs using (5), (6), and (7) requires either: 1) dynamic structures for P, j, and x which grow according to the distribution of probability mass over the state space-in [13] , Grassmann describes a dynamic method, which consecutively generates sets of active states interpreting the model description; hashing techniques are used to decide whether a state is new or whether it has been reached before-or 2) sufficiently large static structures for P, j, and x corresponding to a finite subset of states such that the CTMC is unable to leave this set within the k iterations of (5), (6) , and (7). The key problem of the latter approach is to compute an appropriate value of k: It must be large enough to achieve a given truncation error ⑀ and it should be small to avoid unnecessary work. The difficulty arises from the mutual dependency between l and k. On the one hand, the maximum departure rate Q(i, i) which is observed in the finite subset of the infinite state space reachable in at most k steps such that l Q(i, i) depends on k. On the other hand, selection of k depends on l according to (10) . Hence we consider an iterative process to obtain adequate values of l and k.
In the following, we describe an algorithm following a static approach and exploit the compositional structure of SGSPNs. The approach for SGSPNs heavily relies on an efficient TRS-exploration [16] . We consider only SGSPNs with constant (marking independent) rates W : T ‫ޒ‬ + .
The essential idea is to consider the finite set of tangible states TRS k which is reachable within k firings of timed transitions. The choice of an appropriate value of k for randomization depends on the truncation error ⑀
for the truncation of the infinite sum in (4). For given values ⑀ and t, a corresponding k can be computed if l is known. In
GSPNs with constant weights W(t) = w t , uniformization rate l is limited according to l l
with increasing values of lt, this inequality is suitable to find an upper limit k 0 for the number of steps. We are interested in small values of k, so a minimal value of l is desired. Once k 0 is known, we can explore TRS k 0 for each component i in isolation, where firing sequences are bounded by k 0 (with respect to timed transitions). We assume that firing sequences of immediate transitions between tangible states take place on a finite set of vanishing markings, such that an elimination on the fly can be successfully employed. to is simplified, if states are indexed with respect to n-step reachability. A reduction of component state spaces reduces PS in the structured representation, which is helpful for the following TRS-exploration. Based on component spaces TRS k 1 and a reduced structured representation Q 1 , we start a TRS-exploration using bitstate hashing with a perfect hash function [16] . The basic algorithm in [16] is easily tuned to limit reachability to k 1 transition firings. This yields TRS k 1 .
The resulting finite, structured representation of Q, respectively, P I Q = + 1 l , can be used to proceed with randomization as discussed in the previous section. If space permits, diagonal values can be computed and stored once, otherwise they need to be recomputed according to (1) in each iteration step.
The described technique can be used for bounded SGSPNs as well, in cases where the state space is too large to be handled conventionally or where the subset that is reachable within k steps is significantly smaller than TRS. However, this technique should not be overestimated in its ability to handle unbounded SGSPNs. Since unbounded places aggravate the state space explosion problem even within a limited number of steps, we expect that the above method is only useful for certain kinds of nets, where e.g., most components have finite TRS i and relatively few components cause unboundedness. The method covers marking dependent weights as well, if the weight functions depend only on places whose markings are bounded, e.g., according to some P-invariant, such that a limit for l 0 is known.
THE RS n ALGORITHM FOR RANDOMIZATION
In large CTMCs, the number of multiplications performed per iteration step clearly dominates the time complexity of randomization. Transient analysis of SGSPNs typically starts from an initial distribution p(0), where only a few initial states-in fact in most cases just state M 0 --have a nonzero probability. In consequence, a certain number, n, of matrix vector multiplications is necessary, before a majority of states has a positive value in vector x (n) , respectively, j
Obviously for j (n-1)
can safely be omitted to increase efficiency in a conventional matrix-vector multiplication j (n) = j (n-1) P. If the matrix-vector multiplication is performed by rows, a simple way to handle zero entries in j (n-1) is to extend the conventional method by an appropriate test, i.e., to skip row i in
In the following, we aim for an algorithm which avoids even considering states i with j (n-1) (i) = 0. We describe a variation of randomization which considers only those vector entries for the computation of j (n) which are reachable within n jumps. Let A n = {i ³ TRS|j (n) (i) 0} be the set of active states at iteration step n. If an iteration algorithm is able to consider just elements of A n and |A n | < |TRS|, this algorithm is more efficient than a conventional matrixvector multiplication j (n) = j (n-1) P. and the fact that P gives the probabilities for one-step reachability between states in TRS, i.e., for i j it holds that
Sets of active states
Considering active states, at least A n ² RS n is true, or in terms of nonzero entries in j
RS n gives a set of states which can have a nonzero probability in j (n) , while states in TRS\RS n must have zero entries in j (n) . In consequence, RS n can be considered instead of A n to obtain similar results, such that we aim for an algorithm which performs a vector-matrix multiplication only on rows corresponding to elements in RS n .
In the context of large CTMCs, space is the main bottleneck for applications, hence we look for a memory efficient representation of RS n . Obviously, x (n) implicitly represents RS n , in the sense that it supports an efficient member operation for RS n but it does not support an efficient enumeration of RS n since the size of x (n) is TRS which is an upper limit for RS n . A natural way to enumerate RS n is to start from RS 0 and to successively enumerate states of RS i \RS i-1 for 0 < i n by considering states which are directly reachable from states in RS i-1 . This procedure neatly agrees with the multiplications necessary to perform a vector-matrix multiplication with respect to RS n . This leads to a calculation of j (n) from j (n-1) with the help of one additional stack:
, in order to distinguish it from any value obtained during iteration. The algorithm enumerates RS n-1 starting from RS 0 = {M 0 }, since P provides information about the one step reachability and x (n-1) (j) 0 states that M j ³ RS n-1 . The additional condition j (n) (j) = init ensures that each state of RS n-1 is pushed on the stack at most once. The idea to multiply j (n-1) P by rows is recommended in [13] in order to skip zero entries. It is also used for steady state analysis of SGSPNs with a structured representation and a TRS-permutation in order to restrict the iteration to reachable states [15] . Hence such a multiplication accommodates to randomization as well as to a structured representation.
Observe that the nonzero values of j (n-1) are considered exactly once, such that j (n-1) (i) can be reset in line (*) for reusing the space of j (n-1) for vector j (n+1) in the next iteration step. Additionally this allows to consider nonzero entries in j (n-1) as the amount of work that has to be done in this iteration step. Note that a state M j can be pushed on the stack only if a multiplication j Mixing entries of j (n) and j (n-1) on the space of a single iteration vector j is possible provided the algorithm is able to distinguish them. One way to do this is to use the sign bit of each entry. According to IEEE standard 754, a floating point has a special sign bit, which is unused by randomization, since entries in iteration vectors are non-negative by definition. Inverting the sign bit does not influence the precision of an addition operation as long as the sign bits of both operands are equal. No computation of x (n) takes place in Algorithm 1. Com-
. Since in a vector-matrix multiplication by rows it is difficult to decide when a value j (n) (j) is complete, so computation of x (n) can only start after computation of j (n) has terminated. Nevertheless, one can interleave computation of x (n) and j
, especially when (M j , j (n) (j)) is pushed on the stack, one can safely use it to compute x (n) (j). In the following algorithm, computation of j (n+1) is always one step ahead of the computation of x (n) . Hence, two sign bits are used since computation of j (n+1) requires RS n , but the appropriate x (n) to characterize it is not available yet. So we use RS n = RS n-1 ʜ A n , with x (n-1)
The following algorithm uses two vectors x and j and an additional stack containing tuples (i, j (i)) to perform one step from x (n-1) to x (n) according to (7) . Vectors x and j are double precision vectors of lengths |TRS|. x contains initially x (n-1) and at termination -x (n)
. Computation of j (n+1) is always one step ahead of the computation of x (n) , such that initially j = j (n) and at termination j = -j
. In each step the signs of x and j are inverted, but their absolute values coincide with values obtained in conventional randomization.
The sign bits of entries in j and x are used as flags to denote whether the corresponding state has been pushed on the stack or not. The coding is as follows: if j (y) > 0 ¿ x(y) > 0 then j(y) contains value j For simplicity of notation, we consider just matrix P and not a structured representation of it. However, integration of a structured representation accommodates to a multiplication by rows and is straightforward. Let A 0 = {M 0 } and f n ( ) -1 > 0 be given.
Algorithm 2. nth step in randomization,
Correctness follows from several observations: 1) No push(stack, (j, j (j))) with j (j) < 0 occurs. Assume j is the first element pushed on the stack, due to x(j) > 0, but j (j) < 0. Since initially j (j) 0 , it must have been considered in line j (j) = j (j) -v P(i, j) before, in order to obtain a negative value. However, to reach this line, the test j (j) > 0 ¿ x(j) > 0 must have been true beforehand, such that j would have been pushed on the stack already, which is a contradiction.
2)
Each element j becomes at most once element of the stack. Since values v popped from the stack are nonnegative and P(i, j) > 0, for values j (j) holds: once j (j) 0 then always j (j) 0. Since only j (j) 0 are pushed on the stack, f(n -1) 0, and initially x(j) 0, we obtain for x(j): after pushing j on the stack holds x(j) 0 (and furthermore j (j) 0). Since j (j) 0 remains valid and
0 remains valid also. Hence j (j) > 0 ¿ x(j) > 0 can only be initially true, and once j is pushed on the stack this condition remains invalid.
3)
For each element i on the stack, all successor states j are considered and pushed on the stack, if j has not been pushed on the stack already, and if j was reached in the i steps before, which is obviously indicated by a positive probability j (j) (step n) or a positive value x(j) (steps 0, ..., n -1).
Let nz(X) denote the number of nonzero entries in a subset X of rows in matrix P. For the computation of j (n+1) the algorithm performs nz(RS n ) multiplications and additions, |RS n+1 | tests for zero and |RS n | push, pop operations. The computation of x (n) requires |RS n | additions and multiplications. In summary, calculation of
Clearly for a complete randomization algorithm either sign bits of x and j can be reset after each step or the coding can be inverted, which is not described here. However, we refer to the complete algorithm as RS n algorithm. Note that a transient set of states with zero probability can be recognized and handled by modifying set A 0 , i.e., in each step, each i ³ A 0 with j (i) = 0 can be replaced by the set of its successor states. If such an i is then reached again this is handled automatically in the same way as for all other states reached in this step.
For memory considerations, let d be the space for a double precision value, s the space for a state index, which is s = Îlog 2 (|PS|)Þ bits due to the mixed radix number representation. 1 Let sm(X) be the space for a sparse matrix X, , j (i) ). The stack need not increase towards |TRS| for increasing values of n; it depends on the connectivity of the reachability graph and the order it is considered. The height of the stack also depends on the strategy, by which elements are taken from it; LIFO (Last in first out) implies that RS n is explored Depth-First-Search (DFS). The stack contains all successor states of states in the current search path, which have not been explored yet. A recursive description of Algorithm 2 formally reduces the stack size to the current path but this does not pay off for practical purposes, since the recursion itself "stores" an equivalent amount of information and needs space for this as well. Alternatively to DFS also Breadth-First-Search can be considered by using a FIFO-queue instead of a stack. However, we experienced lower stack sizes for LIFO since state spaces are usually rather broad than deep.
Ordinary randomization uses space m + 3 d |TRS| due to vectors x , it is efficient if h < 2/3 |TRS|. The RS n algorithm can exceed ordinary randomization at most by s |TRS| as h < |TRS|. In [17] several examples are exercised revealing stack heights 0.15 |TRS| h 0.65 |TRS|. The RS n -algorithm offers the chance to keep space requirements below the ordinary algorithm. Depending on A 0 , this is at least fulfilled up to a certain step n. If this n is reached by randomization (n k) the algorithm can fall back to the conventional algorithm. In this case, |RS n | 2/3 |TRS| which means that the advantage in efficiency of the RS n algorithm is not very large anyway. In this sense we observe a 'graceful degradation' towards the conventional algorithm. Fig. 1 shows a net similar to the benchprod model in [3] . It describes two production lines synchronized via transitions t1 and t2. The resulting product is fed back into the system via t5 and t6. Delays in production lines are often rather deterministic than exponentially distributed. Approximation of deterministic distributions by phase type distributions 1 . In case of unbounded SGSPNs, PS k = º i TRS k i for a given number of steps k, and dimensions of TRS, Q, and P depend on k as well.
ANALYSIS OF AN EXAMPLE SGSPN
requires many phases, which is one cause of the state space explosion problem. Here, we model a deterministic delay in each production line by an Erlang 13 -distribution, i.e., transitions t3 and t4 have to fire 13 times before the resource modeled by the token on place p2, respectively, p3 is released. The weight function of t6 is marking dependent with W(t6, M) = 10 ¼ M(p5), weight functions of all other transitions are constant with value 1. We consider a time horizon t = 10. Since transitions t1 and t2 are timed, a partition as denoted by the dashed line in Fig. 1 is straightforward. Place p4 is redundant and represents an additional variable. p4 follows from a P-invariant; it is introduced to reduce PS for the given partition into components, for details of this technique see [15] , [17] .
The following results are obtained for parameter c = 5, which gives the initial marking for places p1 and p4. |TRS| = 1,815,636, and |PS| = 8,351,136, which means that about 21.7 percent of PS are reachable. Hence a structured representation needs to be supplemented by a TRS-permutation for an efficient solution. The structured representation consists of three matrices for each component, which altogether contain 22,290 nonzero entries, |TRS A | = 5,136 and |TRS B | = 1,626. Generating the structured representation and exploring TRS takes less than 40 sec CPU-time/elapsed time by the improved algorithm given in [16] . This is negligible compared to the time used for matrix-vector multiplications. The generator matrix contains 8,918,528 nonzero entries. The fixed point RS n = RS is reached at n = 256. Fig. 2 shows how the size of the stack, |A n |, and |RS n | develop for an increasing number of steps n as observed by the RS nalgorithm; all values are given relative to |TRS|. RS n Ϸ A n and both converge towards TRS. The size of the stack is h 0.22 |TRS| such that its space uses only about 33 percent of the space for an iteration vector x (n) . The results are obtained on a Sparc 4 with 110 MHz CPU, 55 MB available primary memory (890 MB virtual). Clearly on this configuration, a conventional implementation with a sparse matrix collapses due to the well known memory thrashing effect, since a sparse matrix representation uses about 120 MB for P and 43 MB for iteration vectors. Fig. 3 gives computation times (CPU and elapsed time) in seconds for the RS n algorithm, indicated by RS n , and randomization using a structured representation with TRS-permutation and a test for nonzero vector entries, indicated by RNZ. Elapsed time and CPU-time for RNZ differ after about 60 iteration steps. This is due to the fact that probability mass in j needs a number of iteration steps to distribute over TRS. This gives a certain locality in the beginning, which is lost once a sufficiently large set A n has been obtained. Approaching towards memory limitations, elapsed time and CPU time differ due to time consuming paging operations. The RS n algorithm is less demanding in terms of space, so a divergence of elapsed and CPU time is observed after about 140 iteration steps and the difference is rather mild compared to the RNZ algorithm. As far as memory is concerned, the structured representation uses less than 0.5 MB for matrices, about 14 MB for the vector of diagonal entries and 7 MB for the TRSpermutation. Additionally, RNZ requires about 43 MB for vectors, while RS n uses about 28 MB for x, j and less than 5 MB for the stack. The example demonstrates that for structured representations, the space for vectors clearly dominates the space complexity, while the space for matrices is rather negligible. Results of Fig. 3 indicate a clear advantage for the RS n algorithm, since its memory requirements correspond fairly well to the available primary memory while RNZ exceeds it. However, this advantage in performance need not be the case in general. In [17] , further example nets with other |TRS|/memory relations are exercised, where RS n performs only initially faster, but takes more time per iteration step in the long run. In summary, RS n is advisable in case of tight memory limitations and small stack heights. Since one can switch between both algorithms at each iteration step, it is presumedly best to have an implementation which selects an algorithm with respect to the observed stack height and available primary memory.
INTEGRATION OF ADAPTIVE UNIFORMIZATION
The example above indicates that for large Markov chains the number of necessary iterations can be quite high and costly in terms of computation time. Adaptive randomization/uniformization (AU) [26] aims at a reduction of the number of necessary iteration steps to compute p(t). A large number of iterations can be caused by a large value l which can be interpreted as a very fine discretization of the dynamic behavior. Due to the degenerated initial distribution, the departure rate corresponding to l need not be experienced for a certain number of steps/jumps, such that a smaller rate would be appropriate as well. This is for example the case if the model needs a number of firings to move tokens to a place p, where a marking dependent weight function increases with M(p). The extended repairman model of [8] , [10] shows this behavior.
So the main idea in AU is to adapt the uniformization rate l n at step n according to the maximum departure rate observed at states RS n . This means that jump probabilities do not follow a Poisson distribution anymore but describe a general birth process, which has to be analyzed to calculate f n ( ). The birth process has a matrix structure If one uses ⑀ B > 0 to bound the truncation error in the solution of the birth process, the total error is bounded by ⑀ + ⑀ B .
In the example of Section 6 we observe a reduction of iteration steps from about 700 to about 300 for a truncation error ⑀ = 10 -20 . Note that it takes 256 steps to observe RS n = RS, and that the RS n -algorithm is time-efficient in this initial phase. So for this example, combination of the RS nalgorithm with AU shows a synergy effect. Fig. 4 gives the corresponding jump probabilities. Fig. 5 shows the increase of the uniformization rate l n . In this model, the enabling degree of t6 dominates l n . Since 51 transition firings are necessary to move a token from p1 to p5, the uniformization rate increases significantly every 51 steps. From a practical point of view and compared to standard randomization, AU results in a different computation of function f(n) and a variable uniformization rate l n . Since the latter can be trivially integrated into (8) , respectively, (9) , and computation of function f(n) is independent of the computation of j (n) , the new algorithm for randomization can be directly used with AU. In fact, since our new algorithm follows reachability, the maximal diagonal value can be computed as a by-product during enumeration of RS n in Algorithm 2, e.g., if j(j) = 0 test whether precomputed as far as for standard randomization and that several birth processes need to be solved to obtain the jump probabilities.
A PREPROCESSING STEP TO SUPPORT ADAPTIVE RANDOMIZATION
For a given model, we compute row sums of Q and store them in a vector D, respectively, D, to save repeated computation of diagonal values. This computation can be performed, such that the l n values for the birth process Q B are obtained as a by-product. The idea is to use the iteration vector x to store the minimum number of steps/transitions to reach an entry x(j) from x(0). The algorithm is similar to Algorithm 2 but follows a breadth-first-search (BFS) through the reachability graph. Instead of a stack, we use a list with a first operation that removes the first element from the list and an append operation. The list stores the indices of those states, the BFS shall proceed with subsequently. init < 0 is a unique initial value for entries in x(i), in order to recognize states, which are reached for the first time. l(n) gives the maximum departure rate observed within the first n steps. These values can be stored in a vector of length k. Based on these values, one can decide whether AU is useful and can precompute the jump probabilities f(n). Note that only l k birth processes need to be solved, where l gives the number of times values increase in the l-vector. This can save a lot of computation time compared to [8] , if l(n) remains constant over large intervals before the maximum departure rate is observed. In the example of Section 6 only l = 18 birth processes need to be solved to compute all jump probabilities.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, randomization is combined with the structured representation of CTMCs associated to SGSPNs. We consider SGSPNs with certain marking dependent weights. From steady state analysis of SGSPNs [15] , it is already known that structured representations consider PS, the cross product of component state spaces instead of TRS, the tangible reachability set. We used the concept of TRSpermutation [15] to restrict randomization based on structured representations to TRS instead of PS.
A structured representation relies on a decomposition into components with finite state spaces. Nevertheless, we describe how unbounded SGSPNs can be analyzed by randomization in combination with a structured representation as well. The key observation is that for randomization, the number of iteration steps k to accomplish a required accuracy ⑀ can be precalculated. In consequence, a structured representation can be restricted to the finite number of states, which are reachable within k steps. However, the applicability for this method is considered rather limited, due to the expected size of state spaces even for modest values of k in nontrivial, unbounded nets.
For bounded SGSPNs, the structured representation typically extends the size of solvable CTMCs by about one order of magnitude compared to conventional (sparse) matrix representations. Since space is the bottleneck for transient analysis of CTMCs and in the context of structured representations this bottleneck is caused by space for iteration vectors, the main contribution of this paper is the RS n -algorithm. This algorithm aims at a reduction of space for iteration vectors. It performs randomization based on a structured representation but restricts itself to states which are reachable within n steps during computation of the n-th iteration vector. It accounts for the typically degenerated initial distribution p(0) in transient analysis, where most states have zero probability. The algorithm is based on a new matrix vector multiplication which replaces one iteration vector of conventional randomization by a stack. It is space efficient if the stack height remains less than 2/3 of TRS. Since space is crucial in transient analysis, advantages of the RS n algorithm for models whose solution reaches memory limitations are clear. A corresponding example is presented to demonstrate this effect.
Finally the RS n algorithm accommodates to adaptive randomization in a natural and straightforward way, since the RS n algorithm enumerates all states reachable within n steps during computation of the nth iteration step. We describe how the computation of jump probabilities for adaptive randomization is integrated into a preprocessing step for the computation of diagonal values for the structured representation with minor additional cost. This allows a model dependent choice between standard and adaptive randomization.
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